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The Need
For more than 40 years, IBM dominate d all aspe cts of the computing busi ness. IBM main tained their
dominance in part by tying appli cation software to hardware and individual hardware components
together in tightly controlled proprietary packages. In the mid-1970’s, IBM misread the growing demand
for smaller, more accessible computing services. A grass roots revolution to create “personal” computers
with interchangeable components and application software that could run on multiple vendors’ hardware
platforms grew in basements and garages across the country. This “open” model was a disruptive force
in the computing world and ultimately led to the marg inalization of mainframe computers and of IBM as a
computer manufacturer.
Today, a similar revolution is growing in the telecommunications industry. For decades, Bell Telephone,
the “Baby Bells” and a handful of cable providers have maintained monopolistic control of
telecommunications networks throughout the country.
While the components to buil d a
telecommunications network cannot easily be stored in one’s g arage, many municipalities, cooperatives
and other organizations are recognizing the growi ng grass roots demand for true consumer choice on
true broadband networks. The disru ptive business model represented by public/private partnership open
access fiber to the premises networks stands as the best model to answer this grass roots demand and to
revolutionize the delivery of telecommunications services.

What is the Problem

Much like the rail systems of the late 1800’s, today’s advanced communications infrastructures represent
a means by whi ch communities may partici pate in, or find themselves left out of, the global econ omy.
Many communities, especially those in rural areas, are discovering that critical telecommunications needs
in their business and residential markets are going unmet. Incumbent network owners consume limited
public easement space with monopoly controlled networks. Quarterly reporting requirements encourage
these companies to maxi mize apparent profits by delaying infrastructure upgrades in order to maintain
the appearance of sca rcity. However, advanced communications infrastructures are e ssential for the
current and future economic vitality of their commu nities. Communities have begun to see the ne ed to
break the cycle of monopoly driven scarcity. Ju st as city councils have traditionally grappled with
municipal infrastructure issues including, roads, electricity, and water, they no w find them selves adding
broadband availability to that list.

Policy/Community Objectives
Elected representatives and city st aff must ba se their decisions on the publi c policy obj ectives of the
communities they serve. Cities generally attempt to capture their public policy philosophy in mi ssion
statements, “report card” objectives, or in other form s. Sometimes a city’s objectives are very specific to
the affected community but usually municipal objectives can be categorized as economic development,
public safety, infrastructu re development and maint enance, building a se nse of commu nity, education,
quality of life , and so forth. The National B roadband Plan identifies critical broadband needs across
health care, economic opportunity, education, energy and t he environment, government performance,
and other areas. In all areas, service levels (c onsider a 28.8 baud mode m) considered more than
adequate just ten or fifteen years ago are now considered archaic and prohibitively slow.

True Choice on True Broadband
Having suggested the need for government intervention, what should that intervention look like? Public
policy suggests true choice on true b roadband is the best telecommunications solution available to meet
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the needs of residents and the objectives of governments. True choice of true broadband should conform
to certain principles: 1) open and wholesale, 2) “carrier class”, 3) high scalable bandwidth, and 4) open
and independent architecture.
Open and Wholesale
By definition, "open" impli es that the system facilitate a true public/private partnership. Phi losophically,
open access networks sh ould oppose the idea of delivering retai l services th emselves. Rathe r, they
should perceive for themselves a more traditional m unicipal role – providing infrastructure. The actual
delivery of services should be left to private service providers – as many as are qualified to service the
market. The municipal open access model recommends that publicly-owned infrastructure is made
available to a wide variety of competing private firms for the delivery of goods and services.
“Carrier‐Class”
This requirement, though seemingly obvious, is sustained as a guiding principle through market research.
Scientifically administered surveys have been used to determine the characteristics markets demand in
networks. In nearly every case, the number one or two concern for businesses and residents is reliability.
Reliability along with security (con sistently in the t op five desired characteristics for both bu sinesses and
residents) are the fundamental characteristics of a carrier class system.
An open and wholesale network depends on retail service providers. Se rvice providers require the
network to perform with carrier cl ass reliability. From the smallest start-up to global giants with
international reputations, each is willing to entrust those reputations to th e network only if they are
guaranteed carrier class reliability. From the physical design to the overarchi ng operational model, the
infrastructure must deliver exceptional performance and offer absolute security.
High Scalable Bandwidth
In addressing the first p rinciple – op ening the system to multipl e service providers – municipal open
access networks have to meet the needs of m ultiple service providers simultaneously. In other words,
they have to be capa ble of delivering all the curre nt services available as well as higher-bandwidth
consuming future services from all service providers on the network. Thus, the system has to start out
with tremendous bandwidt h capacity and be able to grow larger still.
And in growing, it has to al so
evolve. In a way, this is a requirement to make the system "future proof," meaning that it is capable of
adapting to new and emerging technologies that otherwise might obsolete the investment.
The value of incorporating this principle is obvious. Just as "whistle stop" communities had an advantage
over those bypassed by the railroad in the old west, cities with the ability to support multiple current and
future services will have economic as well as quality-of-life advantages over other communities. And i t
ensures that the investment made today won't become outdated because the system is designed to scale
to meet future demands.
Open and Independent Architecture
While many proprietary solutions could be employed to deliver the firs t three princ iples, this fourth
principle aims at en suring that the ef ficiencies of the system are always maximized. By requiri ng
solutions to be standards-based and founded on open technologies, municipal network owners can "shop
around" for the best deals and are not beholden to any one particular company or proprietary invention.
While there is often a be nefit to a proprieta ry solution that can outweigh the negatives of diminished
choices, the ultimate bene fits usually derive from vendors who are actively co mpeting for business and
responding to competition with efficient pricing and more innovative solutions.
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The Solutions
Having established the need for true choice on true broadband let’s now look at possible solutions. First,
let us look briefly at the applicability of private enterprise telecommunications solutions.
Unfortunately, the public good often li es crossways with the in terests of incumb ent private network
owners. Th e private sector typically under-invests in infrastructure – to th e point of deve loping their
economic models around the management of scarcity. Government, on the oth er hand, has historically
provided the infrast ructure to support b usiness and residents: directly, as in the case of highways an d
airports, or indirectly through the support of monopolies such as industrial revolution era railroads or the
20th Century telephone companies. The reason for the different approaches to infrastructure between the
public and private sectors is easy to explain: return on investment. Private companies are often driven by
their quarterly reports; those capital investments with slow returns, such as telecommunications
infrastructure, are usually abandoned in p reference for th ose with higher and more rapid
returns. Governments, by contrast, measure re turns differently, looking at community impact and
accomplishment of public policy objectives rather than profit.
With the private sector exhibiting some signs of market failure in the realm of delivering true choice of true
broadband, what are some of the public sectors options?
Regulatory Solutions
Governments sometimes work to re solve the gap b etween private enterprise profit motives and publi c
policy objectives through regulation.
Telecommunications regulation has been effectively used to extend voi ce services with a reasonable
degree of equity, efficiency, security, and liberty. However, the new era of 21st Century true broadband
need has come about in the era of deregulation. Even if the FCC were functio ning in the same way it did
during the B ell Telephone/AT&T sponsored monopoly years, it i s questionable that a regulatory regime
would result in the true choice of true broadband needed to meet today’s telecommunications challenges.
Furthermore, telecommunications regulation is a patchwork of federal (through the FCC), state (through
the PUC) an d local (through franchise agreements and management of publi c rights of way) autho rity.
The byzantine regulatory environment leaves many municipalities without effective means to drive th eir
telecommunications future through local regulation. Many rural communities lack the staff and expertise
to focus on their franchise agreement. Even the expertise exists, it is often difficult for a small community
to leverage their franchise agreement to effect policy results. Cable companies are often very large with
locations around the country. Montrose, for example, is served by Optimum (a division of Cablevision).
Cablevision has nearly 20,000 employees. That is, the cable company employs as many people as live
in Montrose. It wo uld seem unrealistic that Mo ntrose could wield a big regulatory stick to in order to
influence Optimum to meet policy objectives.
Aggressive Private Enterprise Courtship
Many municipalities work to extend advanced telecommunications services throughout their communities
by aggressively courting private enterprise network owners. The city offers tax a dvantages, uses
franchise agreements as leverage, maximizes the use of lucrative government contracts, and leverages
other tools to encourage private companies to build and upgrade networks suitable to today’s needs.
This model is most effective in more urb an areas where the city has signifi cant potential revenue to offer
the network owner.
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“Dig Once” Policies
“Dig once” policies simply require new road construction, housi ng developments, utility work, and other
work to include telecommunications conduit as part of the project. This conduit can then be used by an
eventual public or private advanced telecommunications provider.
“Dig once” policies lower the barriers of entry for advanced telecommunications services but they do n ot
implement a network or provide service. Some communities have found the gap between a “dig once”
policy and actual service to be in surmountable. No netheless, “dig o nce” policies are inexpensive.
Montrose and the other Region 10 communities could benefit by passing “dig once” ordinances.
High Value Target Programs
High value target programs typically build network infrastructure to reach out to high value target facilities.
Value can be determined by type of entity or p otential revenue. The Southwest Colorado Council of
Governments (SWCCOG) Southwest Colorado Access Network (SCAN) represents an example of a high
value target program with the SCAN defining co mmunity anchor institutions (CAIs) a s the high value
targets.
In 2010, the Southwest Colorado Council of Governments, with the assistance of the Region 9 Economic
Development District, applied for and received a grant for the Colorado Department of Local Affairs. The
premise of the grant was to create local community or intra-community networks connecting the various
CAIs in towns throughout the region in order to aggregate their data traffic. The aggregated customers
could then work as a p urchasing consortium to lower data costs and improve acce ss to advanced
telecommunications services.
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Figure 1 – Community Aggregation

The SCAN network hopes to furthe r add value to the region by capitalizing on the mid dle mile network
EAGLE-Net intends to deploy with its federal grant. The SCAN hopes to connect the various community
aggregation points throughout the region to regional aggregation points. These regional aggregation
points serve to g reatly expand the purchasing consortium and significantly increase the SCAN’s
purchasing power.
Furthermore, the SCAN hopes to spur economic development in the region and to improve quality of life.
To do this, the SCAN will make excess capacity on the SCAN net work available to private providers with
the hope that the additional reach the SCAN provides will entice existing private providers to offer service
in new areas and may even encourage the development of new services.
Mid-State Consultants and OHIvey are working to help the S CAN coordinate the effort s of key sta ke
holders and to move the project forward.
Modest Scale Pilot Programs
Some communities are working to deploy modest scale fiber to the premises pilot projects they intend to
capitalize on in similar manner as described above.
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Publicly Owned and Operated Fiber to the Premises
Communities like Lafayette, Louisiana have elected to deploy full service telecommunications enterprises
similar to municipally owned power or garbage collection divisions.
Deployment of a full service telecommunications enterprise is a bold initiative often time s restricted by
state law – in Colorado, a ballot initiative is required before a city can follow this course.
Unfortunately, in most cases, citie s with publicly owned and operated fiber to the premi ses have chosen
to simply compete with private providers and offer another monopoly network. While the city’s network
may offer true broadband, choice is still limited to three or four providers.
Municipal Open Access Fiber to the Premises
An alternative that appears to resolve the policy objectives, the demands of the people, and the needs of
private enterprise appears to be one in which governments build, manage, and maintain the natural
monopoly element in the telecommunications environment (that is the transport mechanism) as a public
utility. This utility is then made avail able to private service providers who can then offer re tail services.
The hallmarks of this solu tion are that it is financ ially responsible ubiquitously deployed pu blic/private
partnership open access fiber to the premises.
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Next Steps
Developing a local or regional telecommunications plan involves
certain known steps. These known steps provide the information
that determines a future course.

Preparation and Planning
Determine Needs and Objectives
Too many communities embark on tel ecommunications projects
based simply on a vague notion of advancing economic
development or improving edu cation. Unfortu nately, vague
notions most often lead to vague results. Before embarking on a
telecommunications project the governing authority should be
clear on wh at needs they intend to satisfy and how they will
measure progress towards meeting those needs.

Define the Status Quo
Once a go od understanding of obje ctives is a greed upon, the
next step i s to evaluate existing available resources. Thi s
evaluation is of critical use to define the gap between the status
quo and meeting needs and objectives. In some cases, existin g
infrastructure and services can easily be repurposed to close the
need gap. In other case s, a survey of existing available
resources may expose the nee
d for signi ficant capital
improvement and b usiness development before the community
can be served at its desired level.

Resolve on a Course of Action
If a gap be tween needs and availa ble services exists, th e
community should the n resolve o n a course of a ction. This
resolve may be that no action is feasible or it may be to deploy a
fiber to the p remises network or anything in betwee n. Further,
the course of action may identify multiple phases needed t
o
achieve the defined objectives.
Some communities are tempted to jump to a course of action
without a full understanding of the needs and objectives or of the
status quo. This usually leads to fa ilure. We have also seen
communities flounder on defining objectives and defining the
status quo for years and years.

Implementation

How Can a Consultant Help?
The city or region may choose to work
through most of the process on their
own or they can use consulting services
in any number of ways. So me
suggestions for con sulting services are
included in this sidebar.
Determine needs and objectives
Key stake holders in the community and
region need to take the lead in
determining needs and objectives.
Consultants can be use d to conduct
surveys and gather oth er community
input. Consultants may also help refine
objectives
and
develop
success
measures.
Define the Status Quo
Consultants can be effectively used to
complete a survey of existing servi ces
and to document the need gap.
Resolve on a course of Action
It is u p to the key stake holders in the
community to re solve on a co urse of
action. Co nsultants can be use d to
identify options, document the pros and
cons of th e options, and an swer
questions about potential courses of
action. The key stake holders should
carefully ensure they own the d ecision
and that th ey are not being unduly
influenced by their consulting team.
Develop a Plan
Most telecommunications consultants
have significant expertise when it comes
to developing implementation project
plans.

Develop a Plan
The first step towards bringing the resolved upon course of
action to reality is to develop a pla n. The pla n will determine
funding requirements and will establish realistic timelines. Of
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course all parties must have realistic expectations of the plan at
this point. General Dwigh t Eisenhower is quoted a s saying, “No
battle was ever won a ccording to pl an, but no battle was ever
won without one.” T he network project will not be completed
according to the plan developed at this juncture but it will never
get done without this plan.

Identify and Secure Funding
With a plan in hand, the next step is to determine how to pay for
it. Potential funding sources include, among others:






Federal grant programs
State grant programs
Private investments and joint ventures
Local subsidies
Loans

In most cases projects will need to combine a variety of funding
sources.

Project Implementation
Once the ob jective is fully defined, a plan is dev eloped and
funding secured, the actual work of the project can begin. Of
course, throughout the p roject the scope, schedule and bu dget
must be carefully managed.

Identify and Secure Funding
Consultants can help identify funding
sources, develop grant applications,
provide data and narratives to help
justify funding and otherwise support the
funding process.
Project Implementation
Many consulting firms specialize in
telecommunications
project
implementation. Consultants p rovide a
wealth of inf ormation and expertise in
this area.
Operations and Maintenance
Some projects choose to develo p in
house resources to manage ongoing
operations and maintenance. Others
outsource these functions.

Operations and Maintenance

From the beginning, the municipality or region should be aware of
future ongoing operations and maintenance needs. Part of the
plan should include sustainability planning to ensure the newly
implemented infrastructure is utilitarian through time.
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Appendixes
Appendix A – Consulting Firms

Mid-State Consultants and OHIvey ar e capable of providing the consul ting services suggested in this
report and eager to provide a response to any proposed work. However, we recognize each community
must find a team that fits well with their culture and environment. To that en d, we have pulled together
information on some consulting firms we are familiar with. This li st does not represent a complete li st of
consulting firms with some or all of the capabilitie s needed to complete the work described in this report.
This list simply represents some of the organizations Mid-State Consultants and OHIvey are familiar with.
Mid-State Consultants (www.mscon.com)
Mid-State Consultants, Inc. specializes in providing comprehensive communication systems engineering.
Our service offerings range from project inception to final close-out, and all of the steps in between. Our
singular focus is to provide the engineering services and support that will guarantee the successful
outcome of each project entrusted to us.
On municipal and other government projects, we often work with OHIvey (www.ohivey.com).
Municipal Solutions (www.municipalsolutions.org)
We are not familiar with the specific work of Municipal Solutions. We include them on the list because we
are familiar with the work of one of their Senior Associates, Kevin Manweiler. Mr. Manweiler is very
familiar with telecommunication in Colorado and has done some significant work in the region.
Design Nine (www.designnine.com)
Design Nine is a Virginia corporation, and was founded in 1987 by Andrew Cohill to provide technology
advice and services to community, business, and public clients. Over the years, the company has grown
steadily and now offers a comprehensive array of technology advisory services, telecommunications
project management, and broadband design assistance. Design Nine is one of a very few firms in the
United States with experience in open access broadband networks.
Uptown Services (www.uptownservices.com)
Uptown’s principals are highly skilled in all critical phases of developing and implementing a broadband
strategy. We have served as the implementation consultant on 6 FTTP start-ups.
IBI Group (www.ibigroup.com)
The IBI Group has recently completed some significant strategic development and broadband planning
work for the city of Portland, Oregon.
G4S (www.g4s.com)
G4S is heavily involved with the EAGLE-Net project.
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